
Cartesian Coordinates & Quantum Linguistics 

The purpose of using the Cartesian Coordinates’ Questions and the Quantum Linguistics 
Question is to stop the hardwired programming from answering the question. These 
questions are so unique, the person you are asking will have to go inside and find a new 
pathway to answer the question. 

Often, you will see massive eye accessing cue switching while the person searches for the 
answer. These questions are sometimes very confusing for people. Be persistent and 
remember your rapport! 

Connect with phrases like “When is it that...” “or perhaps...” “does...” “actually...”  

“Does A cause B?… or  

“When would the opposite of A cause B?” or  

“Maybe it’s really true that the opposite of A causes the opposite of B?” 

For example: 

“Does meeting people cause you to be anxious?  

Or perhaps does not meeting people cause you to be anxious?  

When is it that not meeting people causes you not to be anxious?” 

     

“What would happen if you did?” 
Does A cause/mean B? 

“What would happen if you didn’t?” 
Does A cause/mean not B?

“What wouldn’t happen if you did?” 
Does not A cause/mean B?

“What wouldn’t happen if you didn’t?” 
Does not A cause/mean not B? 
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Quantum Linguistics: 

1. Identify a parts issue (where the persons behavior doesn’t fit with the intention of 
the part that causes the behavior, by definition). 

2. “What is the behavior you want to change?” then ask, “What is the intention of the 
part that causes that behavior?” 

3. “Do you realize that anything less than total [opposite of part’s behavior] is 
not completely [part’s intention]?” 

“Do you realize that anything less than totally stopping smoking is not fully & completely 
getting you the relaxation you want?” 

“Do you realize that anything less than totally accepting your husband is not fully & 
completely getting you the love you want?” 
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